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Safe Harbor Disclaimer

Any information regarding pre-release Symantec offerings, future updates or other planned modifications is subject to ongoing evaluation by Symantec and therefore subject to change. This information is provided without warranty of any kind, express or implied. Customers who purchase Symantec offerings should make their purchase decision based upon features that are currently available.
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Symantec Vision Attendees Using Office 365

Better Together Office 365 & Symantec
What is driving adoption to Microsoft Office 365?

66% REDUCE EMAIL COSTS

61% REDUCE WORKLOAD FOR IT

55% FREE UP STAFF FOR OTHER PROJECTS

Better Business....

...Agility

...Defensibility

...Protection
Why Better Together? – Symantec’s View

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION PROTECTION

THREAT PROTECTION
Information Management

Scenario 1:
You are in a contract dispute with one of your suppliers. You need to locate an amendment to the original contract that was agreed via email.

Scenario 2:
IT is spending too much time running eDiscovery searches and placing data on legal hold. You want to remove the eDiscovery burden from IT.

Scenario 3:
Rogue employee sends confidential price list to the competition and then immediately deletes from Sent Items.
Enterprise Vault.cloud
Store, manage and discover business critical information in the cloud.

Enterprise-strength cloud archiving
Litigation-ready eDiscovery
Archiving beyond email
Built for Microsoft
Built for Microsoft Office 365
Works seamlessly, offers advanced archiving and eDiscovery

Enable compliance.

Archive multiple platforms and other content.

Leverage advanced, self-service search and eDiscovery capabilities.

Find and restore email fast.
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The World’s Largest Civilian Cyber Intelligence Threat Network
We See More, We Analyze More, We Know More

1 billion+ systems protected

200M+ Norton & SEP users
(the biggest source of telemetry)

3.7 trillion rows of security telemetry;
100 billion more/month

14 security ops centers globally;
500+ expert analysts

Blocked 182 million threats
last year
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Threat Protection – Email still a target

1 in 392 emails are a phishing attack
1 in 196 emails are a malware attack
25% of malware in email is delivered via a link
66% of all email worldwide is spam

Source: Symantec Internet Security Threat Report volume 19
Threat Protection – Targeted Attacks Are more Focused

91%

Increase in targeted attacks in 2013 vs 2012

Source: Symantec Internet Security Threat Report volume 19
Threat Protection – Targeted Attacks are Indiscriminant

Targeted Attack Campaigns

Spear Phishing Attacks by Size of Targeted Organization, 2011 - 2013

Source: Symantec

Risk of Being a Target

Ratio of Organization in an Industry Impacted by Target Attack Sent by Spear-Phishing Email

Source: Symantec Internet Security Threat Report volume 19
Email Plays a Key Role in Targeted Attacks

Hi Tanya,

Gannon Corporation is a young company in the clean energy sector. We are expanding into new markets and would like to hear from you on how your company’s services can help us get to the next level. Please see attachment for more details.

Best regards,

Tom Kesler

Hi Tanya,

For security purposes, please reset your password using the link provided:

http://resetpw.now/yourcompany

IT Administrator
Symantec Email Security.cloud
Targeted Attack Protection In the Cloud

Skeptic Advanced Message Analysis

Real-Time Link Following
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Information Protection – Scenario 1
Employees regularly take IP outside the company and never clean it up

One-third move work files to file sharing apps without permission

2 out of 5 download work files to personally owned tablet or smartphone
Information Protection – Scenario 2
Most employees think it’s okay to use competitive data taken from a previous employer

Future employers become unwitting recipients of stolen IP

Half of employees who left/lost their jobs kept confidential information

40% plan to use it in their new job

56% of employees do not believe it is a crime to use a competitor’s trade secrets
Information Protection – Scenario 3
Employees don’t think their organizations care

Half say no action is taken when employees take sensitive information against policy

68% say their company does not take steps to ensure employees do not use competitive info
Symantec Data Loss Prevention Products

**STORAGE**
- Network Discover
- Data Insight
- Network Protect

**ENDPOINT**
- Endpoint Discover
- Endpoint Prevent
- Mobile Email Monitor
- Mobile Prevent

**NETWORK**
- Network Monitor
- Network Prevent for Email
- Network Prevent for Web

Management
Enforce Platform and IT Analytics
Why Better Together? – Symantec’s View

- Better Together
- Office 365 & Symantec
- Mail, web security
- Data loss prevention
- Mobile
- Encryption
- Archiving
- eDiscovery

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION PROTECTION

THREAT PROTECTION
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